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Abstract 
Though there is a busy schedule, Human beings started to learn things.  An 
innovation in Technology helps all type of people to learn in energetic manners.  
Online mode is one of the great sources for learning.  The most important updating 
will received within the particular time.  The children could access YouTube and 
they watch songs and rhymes.  College students, school students, even parents 
sparing time became less. They started to send the Assignment in the Google 
Classroom.  The learners may watch the YouTube. After watching they are able to 
write assignment.  Thus to the learners Online is a boon.
Keywords:  ICT, Google Classroom, YouTube, e-books, Learning, Assignment, PPT, 
Exam.

Introduction 
 Learning is one of the important things for all human beings. 
Because of Macaulay, we learn English.  Due to many inventions 
in technology, Human beings started to learn many things. They 
develop many talents. They started to save their time and they 
decide to spend time in many fields.  Because of Internet and ICT 
tools students in all over the world learn things quickly.  Teachers, 
Students, Parents, Tutors used many ICT tools for their education 
purposes.

ICT in Education 
 Information and Communication Technology, is includes 
information technology and Communication technology.  Though 
ICT is a business tool, it helps vastly to the students.They could 
use some tools for LRSW in Language Learning.   The digital 
tools are computers, laptops, desktops, data projector, software 
programs, printers, and scanners, mobile.  ICT tools are available 
for assessment purpose too.  Government of India also using ICT, 
for the educational improvement.  

Advantages of ICT 
 To the Students it helps to increase their concentration.  When 
they need, they could clear their doubts using these ICT tools.  It 
also reduces unwanted human contact.  Even non school going 
children are able to watch songs from YouTube.  Teachers upload 
their videos in YouTube.   Students from schools and colleges, 
even parents sparing time became less.  They started to send the 
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Assignment in the Google Classroom.  The learners may watch the YouTube.  After watching they 
are able to write assignment.    

Learners and YouTube 
 There are different age group learners.  All type of sources is available in the YouTube.   The 
primary school learners may  listen the rhymes, alphabet pronunciations, name of the flowers, 
name of the fruits, name of the vegetables, name of the nation leaders, name of the scientists,  name 
the districts etc.,  The elementary school learners may refer the videofor their subject lessons. They 
could learn grammar parts, vocabularies, explanation of stories.  The secondary school learners and 
teachers could get the reference video from YouTube.  They can watch it whenever they needed.  It 
also saves energy of the Teachers and parents.  The higher Secondary school students refer many 
videos for their public examination. And also they could collect the TNPSC, NET, NEET, SLET, 
TRB video materials.

The Role of Google Classroom  
 As a teacher, the teacher can create a Google Classroom for every class. There they may send the 
text, questions, and answers in different formats.   The learners also use the text whenever needed.   
They could use the different formats using their Internet facility.  They are also able to submit the 
assignment in it.   They can even submit their scanned exam papers.  During COVID – 19, Google-
Classroom plays a great role. They save papers by following the typed format assignments.  Even 
they could get the corrected papers with the marks.  This Google Classroom can be installed in 
mobile, Laptops, Computers.

PowerPoint Presentation (PPT)
 MS Office plays a great role in every field in the world.   Like MS Word, PPT is a source for 
teaching- learning field.  Even in the smart class room PPT usages stands first.  Through that the 
learner can observe the important points.  They could get the main pictures, short notes, mind map, 
animations, videos, etc., It is by all Teachers to give good points to the learners.  Many Lecturers 
are using it in a great way.  Presentations are a good aid for teaching field.  Altering the prepared 
materials for various reasons is available.

E-Books  
 An eBook is a non-editable, book that is converted to a digital format to be read on any digital 
device such as computer screens or mobile devices.  E- Books are created through many advanced 
apps. Many Libraries are using the e-books.  Through online many of the e-book owners are 
selling the e-books.  Some are accessed freely.  E-books apps are also available.  Kindle books are 
nowadays popular.  Many creators in every field are there.  Many poetry, drama, short stories are 
published as an e-books.  Learners, teachers and tutors, are also providing much type of e-books 
for secondary source.

Online Learning is a Boom
 Online education gives many profits to the learners, tutors, app creators.  Mainly Google give 
ways to all other improvements in the world level.  Online- learning become boon because of the 
Google.   Audible and Visual aids help the learners.   Nowadays many universities from abroad 
conduct their classes through online Mode.  There are different world level students.  It is also called 
as e-learning and Distance learning.  MOOCS, SMOCS, SPOCS, SSOCS are the popular online 
education Mode platforms.  Nowadays because of Google many MOU are Signed.  Learners are 
able to save their time.  They are learning apart from their courses.  By reading and observing the 
videos they are able to create many new things.  Music, arts, app creations, medical transcriptions, 
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program learning, maths techniques, psychology, drawing, etc., could learn through online.  Thus 
online learning is a boom. 
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